How to Find a Test Review

1) Select a test to review

To find a test that is owned by the Educational Resource Center:
   b) Use Webster, our online catalog (http://webster.bridgew.edu/), to look up tests by author, title or subject. [This is the most accurate and up-to-date method.]

2) Maxwell Library has an online subscription to *Mental Measurements Yearbook with Tests in Print* (MMY/TiP), which you may use to look up tests and test reviews. Go to the library’s homepage at http://www.bridgew.edu/library/ and click on “Find Articles ….” In the Alphabetical Database List, select *Mental Measurements Yearbook with Tests in Print.*

   Note: not all tests owned by the ERC are mentioned in TiP or reviewed in MMY; some tests may have only basic information listed, but no review.

If you prefer, you can use the print editions of MMY and TiP (follow the instructions below).

3) Use the “Index of Titles” section of *Tests in Print (TiP)* to look up your test (Call # CurLib Ref LB3015.T47 no. 1-present). [Note: If you don’t already have a specific test in mind, you can use TiP to search for tests by subject, too, just keep in mind that we may not own the test you select.]

   a) Start with the most recent edition. If your test is not listed there, look in the earlier editions, generally working backwards (e.g., edition 6, then 5, then 4, etc.).
   b) In the “Cross References” section of an entry
      i. the reference T3:1223 means *TiP*, 3rd edition, test # 1223.
      ii. the reference 13:1028 means *Mental Measurements Yearbook (MMY)*, volume 13, test # 1028.
   c) These references point you to further information about your test. *TiP* entries may provide basic information on the test, while *MMY* entries may also provide reviews of the test by experts in the field.
   d) Note: “Cross References” are references to further information found in either *TiP* or *MMY*. In addition, both *TiP* and *MMY* also sometimes provide “References” to journal articles that contain information on particular tests.

4) If you have a reference to *Mental Measurements Yearbook* (MMY) (Call # CurLib Ref BF431.B97 v. 1- present), look your test up in the indicated volume of that multivolume set.

5) If you cannot find your test listed in *TiP* and *MMY*, either print or online versions, try looking in one of the other sources available in the ERC, such as the 10-volume set, *Test Critiques*, the one-volume *Guide to 100 Tests for Special Education*, or *Tests: A Comprehensive Reference for Assessments in Psychology, Education, and Business* (although the latter does not review tests). All of these sources are in the ERC Reference collection.

6) You can also search one of our many online databases for articles that have been written about a test. Try ERIC, Education Research Complete, PsychInfo, or one of our other databases. (Go to the library’s homepage at http://www.bridgew.edu/library/ and click on “Find Articles ….” In the Alphabetical Database List, select ERIC or Education Research Complete, or ....)

***Tests in the ERC have restricted access and may not be taken out of the ERC, nor may they be administered or photocopied***